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Prepare! is a lively general English course with comprehensive Cambridge English for Schools exam preparation integrated throughout. This flexible course brings together all the tools and
technology you expect to get the results you need. Prepare! is the only schools course jointly produced with and endorsed by Cambridge English Language Assessment. Its unique approach
is driven by cutting edge language research from the English Vocabulary Profile and the Cambridge Learner Corpus. Whether teaching general English or focusing on exams, Prepare! leaves
you and your students genuinely ready for what comes next: real Cambridge English exams, or real life.
For anyone who wants to start meditating but has been struggling to get to the cushion, here are all the motivation and tools you need to achieve greater balance, better health and a more
panoramic perspective of life.
Happiness is a new PEANUTS collection, Charlie Brown! The whole gang is back in this third volume, featuring brand-new original stories from a variety of writers and artists, as well as classic
strips from the legendary Charles M. Schulz. Join the Flying Ace, Linus, Pig-Pen, Schroeder, Sally, Marcie, Franklin, Peppermint Patty, Rerun, and more of your favorite characters in this
curated medley of humorous stories that takes readers from the pitcher's mound to the tip-top of Snoopy's doghouse.
A whimsical and imaginative catalog of fantastical beasts and creatures of myth and legend from around the world-complete with a code that needs cracking to uncover the mystery of the
monster atlas! One day a collection of very old maps is found in a dusty library. They show where in the world monsters and creatures from mythology and folklore can be found. According to
the notes left with the maps, they were made by Cornelius Walters, an intrepid explorer from the 15th century. But did Walters really make these elaborate maps, or is it all a hoax? The
librarian who discovered them is not certain . . . and what are the strange messages in a cryptic code that Walters records in his ship's log? The codes throughout, once cracked, may indeed
lead to something sinister that will happen should the atlas ever be published! This is a gorgeously illustrated and comprehensive catalog of monsters, beasts, and mythical creatures from
around the globe, with an easy-to-read format and incredible detail on each spread.
"Terry Fisher is a young soldier on the verge of being sent away for active military duty, and is going to meet his friends at the top of the Empire State Building for a farewell party. But suddenly
a legion of vampires attacks the skyscraper and massacres its occupants. Hounded in the 102 floors that have become a deadly trap, Terry must take decisive action to save himself and his
friends - and the city of New York - before the army of abominations, and the terrible vampire god within, walled in the building since its construction, spill into the city..."--Back cover.
Momigliano acknowledged that his Judaism was the most fundamental inspiration for his scholarship, and the writings in this collection demonstrate how the ethical experience of the Hebraic
tradition informed his other works.
In the 1970s and 1980s, the Disney animation studio redefined its creative vision in the wake of Walt Disney's death. This latest volume from renowned Disney historian Didier Ghez profiles
Ken Anderson and Mel Shaw, whose work defined beloved classic Disney characters from films like The Jungle Book, The Aristocats, Robin Hood, and The Rescuers. With vivid descriptions
of passages from the artists' autobiographies and interviews, accompanied by never-before-seen images of their art and process, this visually rich collection offers a rare view of the Disney
leg¬ends whose work helped shape the nature of character and story development for generations to come. Copyright ©2019 Disney Enterprises, Inc. All Rights Reserved
How to become an Undercover Pirate... 1)Have a pirate captain as your ancient ancestor 2)Find a message in a bottle and a magic gold doubloon 3)Get whisked back in time to join a pirate crew 4)When you
get home DON'T TELL ANYONE. Remember - you're undercover! When the Sea Wolf runs aground on a remote desert island, the crew are terrified of the legendary dragon who breathes smoke and fire
from the mountain. Can the pirates escape with their lives?
Vocal
This books is for 'little princesses' everywhere. Follows the beautiful princesses as they spend the day walking in the forest, eating picnics and attending a masked ball before they climb into bed for a wellearned rest. Bursting with patches, sparkly foil and a wide variety of textures for young girls to enjoy. Featuring the illustrations of Elena Temporin.
Frida Kahlo, Mexican artist and champion of justice and women's rights, transformed the pain and suffering of her life into enduringly powerful paintings. This XXL monograph brings together all of Kahlo's 152
paintings in stunning reproductions.
Sono fidanzata con uno sconosciuto, un uomo... drago. Se non lo sposo, sono spacciata. Ho trascorso la vita a nascondermi. A differenza del resto della mia un tempo potente famiglia, non possiedo magia.
Il mostro immortale che ha divorato tutti i miei parenti continua a darmi la caccia. E mia nonna è convinta che l'unico modo per salvarmi dal mostro sia darmi in sposa a un altro mostro: un drago. Solo che
questo mostro è la perfezione in forma umana: tutto muscoli dorati guizzanti e più magnifico di chiunque si trasformi in una mostruosa fiera scagliosa abbia il diritto di essere. La sua magia mi attrae, il suo
calore mi incanta e la mia mente si fonde al tocco delle sue man inumanamente calde sulla mia pelle. Non ho la minima intenzione di sposarlo. So cosa vuole davvero: accesso al potere della mia famiglia.
Ma io non ho magia, non ho un potere mio. Lui crede di sapere cosa aspettarsi da me. Io non gioco a certi giochi. Preferisco fuggire da un mostro che sposarne uno. Non sono il tesoro di un drago. Anche se
il mio cuore non è d'accordo. SERIE COMPLETA DISPONIBILE ORA!
Discover the magical places of the Harry Potter films in one-of-a-kind 3-D scenes. Revisit the magic of Harry Potter through four intricate, multilayered dioramas that capture beloved locations from the films.
From Hogwarts to Hogsmeade, Diagon Alley, and the Ministry of Magic, each paper scene is laser die-cut for precision and gorgeously detailed. Every scene is accompanied by essential information about
these magical places and fun, behind-the-scenes facts from the films. Designed to thrill both seasoned Harry Potter fans and younger children, this volume is a treasured keepsake for the whole family.
"Rules help us take care of ourselves, each other, and the places and things around us." Rules and Responsibilities helps kids understand what rules are and the consequences of not following rules. National
and international laws are also included in the discussion. Beyond following rules and obeying laws, this picture books also explains what being responsible is and how kids can take responsibility for their
actions. "You can be a responsible person too! You can help make rules at home and school. You can make sure you respect and follow the rules and laws that affect you. You can also take more
responsibility for the world around you." A glossary and additional resources can be found at the back of the book.
Carefully selected and edited trios by Gervaise, Praetorius, Quantz, Boismortier, Walkiers and Kummer. Excellent repertoire for any enthusiasts of ensemble playing, or for students of the flute. Edited by
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Trevor Wye.
Agatha and her cousin Dash travel to the Bermuda Triangle to help stop an unscrupulous treasure hunter from plundering the wreck of a Spanish galleon carrying a priceless Mayan calendar made of solid
gold.
Encourages readers to relate their adventures aloud as illustrations unaccompanied by text take them on a journey through the countryside.
An imaginative and fun guide to dragons--the different types, their origins, how to care for them, and more! Are you ready to enter the marvelous, mysterious, and amazing world of dragons? Park your fear
outside and come on in . . . these mythical animals await you! Future dragon hunters and trainers will find this practical guide packed with useful information. It will help them recognize every type of dragon
that has ever lived and learn about their habits, favorite foods, and how to look after them!
This delightful series of board books is aimed at very young children. The bright pictures with their patches of different textures, are designed to develop sensory and language awareness.
The No.1 bestselling series from current Waterstones Children's Laureate and author of How To Train Your Dragon, Cressida Cowell. Enter a land of wizards, warriors, mythical creatures and powerful Magic
in an exciting fantasy adventure. Wish and Xar are outlaws on the run, hunted by Warriors, Wizards and worst of all by WITCHES ... Can they find the ingredients for the spell to get rid of Witches before the
Kingwitch gets his talons on the Magic-that-Works-on-Iron? Their next Quest is the most terrifying and treacherous of all ... and someone is going to betray them. Are you ready to KNOCK THREE TIMES? 'A
rollercoaster of suspense and surprise' GUARDIAN 'Cowell is moving towards national treasure' BIG ISSUE 'Another coup from Cowell' SUNDAY TIMES
Welcome back to Sherwood Forest... The delights of Dumas' novels are well known. Less known today are his tales of Robin Hood. With pleasure, we present these two old works to a new century of
readers. English versions of "The Prince of Thieves" and "Robin Hood the Outlaw" have virtually disappeared from bookshelves; they are now edited, corrected, and made accessible to the world in print and
e-formats, by the Reginetta Press. In this first volume, "The Prince of Thieves," Alexandre Dumas relates his own unique version of Robin Hood's origins and upbringing, how Robin was robbed of his
heritage, how Robin becomes acquainted with Marian, Little John, Friar Tuck, and the Merrie Men, and the events leading up to Robin Hood's life as an outlaw. Alfred Allinson's translation lends enchantingly
antique wording, transporting us to the charm of a Sherwood Forest of former, fanciful days.
This new series of large board books was developed for children aged 5 plus to teach them about ancient history using a fun, playful approach. It includes short, simple texts that examine some of the aspects
of relevant civilizations in an easy but captivating manner as well as detachable cardboard figures and characters that can be mounted on pedestals and used to create imaginary stories and adventures. The
first volume of the series is dedicated to the ancient Egyptians. Readers learn about the Pharaohs through texts, games with figures that tell of the mystery of the Sphinx, construction of the pyramids, stories
of the countless Egyptian gods and goddesses, the making of mummies and life in the court of the Pharaohs. AGES: 5 plus AUTHOR: Federica Magrin born in Varese in 1978, has worked in publishing for
over ten years, first as editor of Edizioni De Agostini and now as a freelance. She mainly works in children's books, but also writes educational texts and stories and translates novels. For White Star Kids she
has produced the book "City Atlas."
Pictures alone tell the story in this colorfully illustrated book with ladybugs racing across the pages--who will win, and what does it mean to be the winner of the race?
A modern retelling of Ernest Thompson Seton's epic wilderness drama "Lobo, The King of Currumpaw."
A young Viking boy goes on an adventure with Toothless, his mischievous dragon, in the New York Times bestselling book that inspired the hit movie trilogy! Action-packed, hilarious, and perfectly illustrated,
How to Train Your Dragon is a beloved modern classic with millions of fans across the globe. This edition features cover art from the Dreamworks film How to Train Your Dragon: The Hidden World and bonus
excerpts from other exciting books by Cressida Cowell. In the book that started it all, Hiccup Horrendous Haddock III, the quiet and thoughtful son of the Chief of the Hairy Hooligans, tries to pass the
important initiation test of his Viking clan by catching and training a dragon. Can Hiccup do it without being torn limb from limb? Join his adventures and misadventures as he finds a new way to train
dragons--and becomes a hero.
Prof. Giuseppe Joseph Calligaris, an italian medical doctor who worked in the first half of the 19th century, had discovered that certain lines and points on the skin were related to the conscious and
subconscious portions of the mind, and even to the enhancing of paranormal abilities. For over thirty years, Calligaris examined thousands of individuals, published about twenty books and discovered that the
geometric system on the human skin could be stimulated in everybody to enhance clairvoyance, clairaudience, and precognition and retrocognition. He believed that our brain just may be a concave mirror for
the Universal Consciousness. For his new research Calligaris was 'dumped' by the academic community after he demonstrated in several tests before professors that anybody can become capable of
identifying objects on the other side of a wall, by pressing a specific point on the skin for only some minutes. Today the books of Calligaris are very rare., the majority of his materials are no longer available.
This is the first book in english language, that helps you rediscover the potential which is hidden in all of us. Calligaris has proven, that the truth is just as near as our skin.
With a great charm and spirit, "Socialism Is Great!" recounts Lijia Zhang's rebellious journey from disillusioned factory worker to organizer in support of the Tiananmen Square demonstrators, to eventually
become the writer and journalist she was always determined to be. Her memoir is like a brilliant minature illuminating the sweeping historical forces at work in China after the Cultural Revolution as the country
moved from one of stark repression to a vibrant capitalist economy.
Day meets Night and Night meets Day in this delightful picture book based on the Pixar short, Day & Night, which premiered with Toy Story 3 in 2010. Kids will delight in the way these two characters explore
their differences and eventually realize how much they like and enjoy each other. A wonderful way to experience the magic of this Pixar short again and again andrejoice in the attraction of opposites! Plus,
this is the fixed format version, which will look almost identical to the print version. Additionally for devices that support audio, this ebook includes a read-along setting.

Learn everything there is to know about every dragon species in this gorgeous, deluxe picture book based on the DreamWorks Animation movie How to Train Your Dragon: The Hidden World!
How to Train Your Dragon: The Hidden World flies into theaters on February 22, 2019?! There’s a land beyond the edge of the world—a hidden land—where all the species of dragons live
peacefully among one another. In this stunning picture book, DreamWorks Dragons fans will get an in-depth look at the dragons that call this Hidden World home. With facts about each
species, like their temperament, size, special powers, and beautiful renderings of each, this book is the perfect addition to every fan’s library. How to Train Your Dragon: The Hidden World ©
2019 DreamWorks Animation LLC. All Rights Reserved.
This generously-sized volume highlights the work of Russell James, a star photographer who has been applauded for his nudes and fashion, as well as distinctive portraiture. Each volume is
encased in a clamshell box and contains one of two numbered and signed limited-edition large prints that show off to perfection his exquisite study of human beauty. Whether as a collector's
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item or special keepsake, this is a treasure to be savored.
Based on the billion dollar DreamWorks franchise, join Hiccup and Toothless in this fun-filled sticker activity book - with over 1000 stickers! A dragon-filled activity book perfect for fans of How
To Train Your Dragon! This sticker book is packed with games, activities and over 1000 stickers of all of your favourite Dragons characters. Look out for more How to Train Your Dragon: The
Hidden World books: How to Train Your Dragon: The Hidden World 1001 Stickers How to Train Your Dragon: The Hidden World Dragon Gliders How to Train Your Dragon: The Hidden World
Glow in the Dark Sticker Book How to Train Your Dragon: The Hidden World The Story of the Film How to Train Your Dragon Ultimate Movie Guide How to Train Your Dragon is now a major
DreamWorks franchise. How to Train Your Dragon 3 is scheduled for release in 2019 and the TV series Defenders of Berk can be seen on CBBC and Netflix.
Relive the magic of Disneys Sleeping Beauty in this enchanting 60th Anniversary Edition of the classic tale.
From the bestselling author of How to Train Your Dragon comes an exciting high-adventure series--set in a magical time, full of Wizards, Warriors, Giants and Sprites. This was once the story
of a young boy Wizard and a young girl Warrior who had been taught since birth to hate each other like poison. But now, the boy Wizard and girl Warrior have been brought together in the
Badwoods and they have witnessed the shocking consequences of the Stone That Takes Away Magic. They will need to cast aside their differences once more--for an Evil Spell has broken
free. It's up to Xar and Wish to find the ingredients. But it means entering dangerous territory unannounced... Cressida Cowell brings her trademark wit to this spellbinding sequel, along with
the stunning artwork and heartfelt adventure that has made her beloved around the world, weaving a story that is sure to transport readers to a world that will enchant and bewitch them.
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